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QUESTION 1

An architect is tasked with designing a backup strategy for vRealize Orchestrator as part of an upcoming production
rollout of a Cloud Management Platform. Which are two valid backup design recommendations? (Choose two.) 

A. If vRealize Orchestration is embedded within the vRealize Automation appliance, perform its backup along with
Manager Services for vRealize Automation. 

B. Perform backup of vRealize Orchestrator virtual machines in the order of the startup priority. 

C. If vRealize Orchestrator is a standalone component, perform its backup before backing up vRealize Automation
components in no particular order. 

D. Perform file-level backup of the Orchestrator database only after a successful full virtual machine backup. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vrealize-suite-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrsuite6.0.backuprestore.doc%
2FGUID-87A2DCE2-D8DB-4077-8FC2-8EAFB9AB46A5.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is in the initial stage of planning a vRealize Automation project for its cloud datacenter. It wants to provide
self-service provisioning of applications based on templates created by IT and application subject matter experts.
Security policy will be predefined by the security team and applied dynamically as new application instances are
provisioned. The existing private cloud infrastructure will be utilized to host this, along with existing Active Directory and
other common infrastructure such as the enterprise IP address management system. Which are two design constraints
in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. There may be insufficient capacity. 

B. The existing IP address management system must be used. 

C. There are existing DNS and NTP servers. 

D. No further ESXi hosts can be added. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

During initial provisioning lifecycle of its vRealize Automation workloads, an architect wants the ability to call an external
system during state changes of machines. Which are three acceptable lifecycle states that could be used for calling out
to a system? (Choose three.) 

A. WFStubMachineRetired 

B. WFStubMachineProvisioned 

C. WFStubMachineDisposing 



D. WFStubExtendMachine 

E. WFStubMachineExpired 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://vmguru.com/2015/10/vrealize-automation-7-lifecycle-extensibility/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A large non-profit organization is working to automate deployment of servers and software. For one popular software
package, the organization owns a limited number of instance licenses which must be tracked per deployment. Currently
this 

is a manual process, involving an operator updating a SQL database of licensing information. 

The cloud architect has already designed a software component and blueprint capable of deploying the software. 

Which design meets the requirements of this scenario? 

A. Publish the blueprint as a catalog item with a quota configured to limit the number of deployments. 

B. Publish the blueprint as a catalog item with the appropriate custom property. 

C. Design an approval policy using event subscription. 

D. Design an approval policy using the "Required based on conditions" option to validate against the SQL database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An architect for a vRealize Automation (vRA) deployment project has met with the IT team and gathered the following
requirements: 

1.

 Automated 30-day power off and archive 

2.

 Keep costs as low as possible 

3.

 Utilize built- in functionality 

4.

 One click storage provisioning 

5.



 API calls to vRA and NSX 

6.

 Custom Portal 

To which infrastructure quality does the One-click storage provisioning technical requirement map? 

A. Security 

B. Recoverability 

C. Performance 

D. Manageability 

E. Availability 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A bank has requested assistance with developing a backup design for its vRealize Automation platform. They would like
system backups to be crash-consistent in the event of an outage. What are three guidelines that should be followed
when planning these backups? (Choose three.) 

A. Minimize the number of active transactions before beginning a backup. Plan a regular backup for when the system is
least active. 

B. For non-virtual workloads, back up installation directories as required. 

C. When backing up the complete system, back up all instances of the vRealize Automation appliance and databases
as close to each other as possible, preferably within seconds. 

D. Create a backup of instances of the vRealize Automation appliance and the IaaS components when updating
certificates. 

E. When backing up the complete system, back up all instances of the vRealize Automation appliance one at a time to
preserve availability. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vrealize-suite-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrsuite6.0.backuprestore.doc%
2FGUID-0A3155DA-F2FF-4756-8F97-2F45BAEB5287.html 

 

QUESTION 7

The architect for a software defined data center (SDDC) project is implementing a vRealize Automation solution. The
company has multiple locations but wants management to be centralized in its main offices. Each of the cities needs to
have 

its own roles to ensure resources, create blueprints and perform daily functions. 



Which design recommendation would meet the requirements of this scenario? 

A. Create a single business group and separate the users from the various cities using entitlements. 

B. Create a single tenant for all of the cities and separate the users from the various cities using entitlements. 

C. Create a business group for each of the cities and create a single tenant for all of the cities. 

D. Create a tenant for each of the cities and create a single business group for all of the cities. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The architect for a vRealize Automation project met with the IT team and identified the following requirements: 

1.

 Fine grained logging and monitoring of all events 

2.

 99.99% SLA of the custom portal 

3.

 Utilize built-in functionality 

4.

 HIPAA Compliance 

5.

 API calls to vRA and NSX 

6.

 Custom Portal 

7.

 Ability for 150 concurrent DEM wokflows 

To which infrastructure quality would the `Ability for 150 concurrent DEM workflows\\' technical requirement map? 

A. Manageability 

B. Recoverability 

C. Security 

D. Performance 

Correct Answer: D 



 

QUESTION 9

A cloud architect is tasked with designing a solution for guest virtual machine backup system integration for an
organization\\'s vRealize Automation (vRA) private cloud. During requirements gathering, the backup system vendor
confirmed that REST API methods are available for the following: 

1.

 Install and configure backup agent 

2.

 Initiate incremental backup 

3.

 Initiate full system backup 

4.

 Uninstall backup agent and remove number of nodes form license node count 

5.

 Only authorized users should initiate full system backups 

Which design solution addresses this scenario? 

A. Execute backup system REST APIs using vRA custom properties. 

B. Execute backup system REST APIs using vRA software components. 

C. Execute backup system REST APIs using vRealize Orchestrator workflows at appropriate vRA lifecycle state/event. 

D. Execute backup system REST APIs using a third-party configuration management solution. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A company is looking for a sho\,vback and chargeback method to allocate costs for all workloads provisioned using the
VMware Cloud Management Platform. The Cloud Architectur;e team must ensur e that costs are calculated dynamically
every 24 hours, and applied based on the application type and size. 

Which two steps should be taken to ensure this data is captured? (Choose two.) 

A. Specify "vRealize Automation Blueprint" as the Compute grouping strategy. 

B. Ensure that vRealize Business for Cloud is the default cost provider for vRealize Automation. 

C. Specify "vReatize Automation Reservation" as the Compute grouping strat egy. 

D. Set pricing for the Compute Rates for vCPU and per GB RAM and Storage Rates in vRealize Business for Cloud. 



E. Ensure that the data collection interval for vRealize Business is set to 24 hours. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

When considering over- provisioning storage within a vRealize Automation reservation, which two statements are true?
(Choose two.) 

A. The use of linked clones should be avoided because a possible storage migration within vCenter will inflate the
VMDK and invalidate the reservation\\'s reserved capacity value. 

B. A virtual machine\\'s allocated storage is measured against a reservation\\'s reserved capacity while its used storage
is measured against the reservation\\'s free capacity. 

C. Thin-provisioning must be enabled within your blueprints by adding the VirtualMachine.Admin.ThinProvision custom
property with a value of True. 

D. Storage reservation must be set to a value lower than the datastore\\'s physical capacity. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has deployed vRealize Automation into its production environment and now wants to integrate it with
different components of its infrastructure through the REST API. What are three services provided by the REST API?
(Choose three.) 

A. Blueprint Service 

B. Forms Service 

C. Monitoring Service 

D. Portal Service 

E. Approval Service 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Reference: 

https://docs.vmware.com/cn/vRealize-Automation/7.2/com.vmware.vrA.programming.doc/GUIDFBF2B82A- F5F3-43DC-
A2FA-66BCF3C79EC3.html 
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